
Inductive Bias and Genetic ProgrammingP.A.WhighamDepartment of Computer Science,University College, University of New South WalesAustralian Defence Force AcademyCanberra ACT 2600 AUSTRALIAEmail: paw@csadfa.cs.adfa.oz.auAbstractMany engineering problems may be de-scribed as a search for one near optimal de-scription amongst many possibilities, givencertain constraints. Search techniques, suchas genetic programming, seem appropriateto represent many problems. This paper de-scribes a grammatically based learning tech-nique, based upon the genetic programmingparadigm, that allows declarative biasingand modi�es the bias as the evolution pro-ceeds. The use of bias allows complex prob-lems to be represented and searched e�-ciently.1 IntroductionThe Genetic Programming paradigm (GP)is a form of adaptive learning [4]. The tech-nique is based upon the genetic algorithm(GA), [2], which exploits the process of nat-ural selection based on a �tness measure tobreed a population that improves over time.The ability of GA's to e�ciently search largeconceptual spaces makes them suitable forthe discovery and induction of generalisa-tions from a data set. A summary of the ge-netic programming paradigm may be foundin [6].1.1 Closure and GPGP de�ned two main constraints upon thegenetic operators crossover and mutation;closure and su�ciency. The requirement ofclosure made many program structures di�-cult to express. Closure, as de�ned by Koza[4], was used to indicate that the function setshould be well de�ned for any combinationof arguments. This allowed any two pointsin a program to be crossed over by swappingtheir program structures at these points inthe program tree.Closure has been extended using strongly-typed genetic programs [5], ensuring that

each function and argument is matched fortype when performing crossover.This paper describes a di�erent approachto the closure problem, where a context-freegrammar (CFG) is used to de�ne the legalconstructions from which a program is com-posed. 1 By storing the parse tree that hasbeen used to generate each program, the ini-tial structure de�ned by the grammar maybe maintained during crossover and muta-tion [9].Additionally, we describe operations thatmodify the initial grammar to allow furtherbiasing of generated programs. This learntbias represents a probabilistic approach todescribing the search space of a program.1.2 Relevance to EngineeringThe engineering community has shown in-terest in genetic approaches to learning forsome time, as they are robust mechanismsfor describing non-linear and complex prob-lems. Engineering problems are often de-scribed as a search for some near-optimalsolution, given a set of possibilities, andsome constraints over their form. For exam-ple, Roston [1] showed a genetic approachto designing structural con�gurations, usinga formal grammar, improved the forms ofsolutions and allowed constraints to be rep-resented as part of the language. The abil-ity to constrain a search space through ex-plicit and learnt bias will allow more com-plex problems to be represented and solved.2 Language Bias and LearningGiven a language to express the solution toa problem, bias is the set of all factors thatinuence the form of each program (hypoth-esis) [7]. Bias may describe both the possibletypes of programs that may be generated,1 An introduction to context-free grammarsmay be found in [8].



and the way in which these structures canbe modi�ed. Two important components ofbias are strength and correctness:{ Bias may be categorised as strong orweak. A strong bias focuses upon asmall number of possible hypothesis,whereas a weak bias allows a relativelylarge number of possible solutions.{ Correctness describes how well a biasis suited to a problem. If a bias isnot correct the solution to the problemcannot be expressed. Conversely, a cor-rect bias will allow the program to ex-press a solution to the problem. Hencethere is competition between limitingthe search space without discountingmeaningful solutions.We argue that bias in evolutionary learn-ing systems, such as genetic programming, isan essential component if we are to achieveconsistent and understandable results. Infact, for many complex problems, bias isnecessary to achieve any useful progress.Bias may be described in two forms:{ Declarative bias, which de�nes the pos-sible forms of initial and subsequentprogram structures, and{ Learnt bias, which modi�es the way inwhich possible forms are generated andintroduced into the competing popula-tion of functional programs.3 GP and GrammarsEach member of the GP population is repre-sented by a tree which de�nes the parse treecreated from a CFG 2. A CFG (N;P; P; S)will create programs of the form:S +) �where � is a composition of symbols fromP. The grammar productions P representthe space of possible programs that may becreated during the evolution.3.1 Program EvaluationThe functions are evaluated in a left-mostfashion, based on the derivation tree for eachprogram. In general we de�ne a function f2 Grammars traditionally use the de�nitionsterminal and nonterminal to represent theatomic tokens and left hand side of produc-tions,respectively. GP have used these termsto distinguish functions with > 0 arguments,and 0� arity functions or atomic values. Toensure there is no confusion when discussionGP constructs we will use the words GPter-minals and GPnonterminals.

in the grammar as: A ) f � � : : : j whichde�nes f as f(�; �; : : :). The position in thegrammar of any function determines the ar-guments that are available to that function,with a binding to the right.3.2 Creating the Initial PopulationThe following steps create the initial pro-gram population:1. Label each production A) � based onthe minimal depth of tree to a terminalsymbol. We de�ne A ) terminal ashaving a depth of 1.2. for the range of depths D = i::j do(a) Select the start symbol S and labelit as the current nonterminal(b) Select (using a normal distribution)a production B ) � from the cur-rent nonterminal that does not ex-ceed D(c) For each nonterminal � in �, label� as the current nonterminal, andrepeat steps (b) and (c).To ensure a measure of diversity all ini-tial programs are required to have di�er-ent parse trees. This creates a good selec-tion of di�erently shaped programs, all ofwhich satisfy the structural constraints ofthe grammar.3.3 Selection of Individual ProgramsThe selection of programs uses the same pro-cess as GP - the programs are selected withprobability related to their �tness measure.We use proportional �tness selection for theproblems described in this paper.3.4 Crossover using a CFGAll terminals have at least one nontermi-nal above them in the program tree (atthe very least the start symbol S), so with-out loss of generality we constrain crossoverpoints to be located only on nonterminals.The crossover operation maintains legal pro-grams of the language (as de�ned by thegrammar) by ensuring that the same non-terminals are selected at each crossover site.To limit the possible size of all programs,the parameterMAX-TREE-DEPTH is usedis indicate the deepest tree that may existin the population.The crossover algorithm is as follows:1. Select two programs P and Q from thepopulation based on �tness2. Randomly select a non-terminal fromP3. If no non-terminal matches in Q, fail,otherwise



4. Randomly select a matching non-terminal from Q5. Swap the subtrees based on these non-terminalsWe note that the parameterMAX-TREE-DEPTH may exclude some crossover opera-tions from being performed. In the currentsystem, if following crossover either new pro-gram exceeds MAX-TREE-DEPTH the en-tire operation is aborted, and the crossoverprocedure recommenced from step 1.3.5 MutationMutation applies to a single program. A pro-gram is selected for mutation, and one non-terminal is randomly selected as the site formutation. The tree below this non-terminalis deleted, and a new tree randomly gen-erated from the grammar using this non-terminal as a starting point.4 The 6-MultiplexerWe have selected the Boolean 6-multiplexeras the example to demonstrate bias. Theproblem has been previously studied byKoza [4], who used the probability of successfor a run of the genetic program as a mea-sure of the problem's complexity and the ef-�ciency of the genetic operators. The GP6-Multiplexer has the following structure:Table 1: 6-Multiplexer GP RepresentationGPTerminals a0 a1 d0 d1 d2 d3GPNonterminals and(2) or(2) not(1) if(3)The 6-Multiplexer is a simple selectionmechanism. The address lines a0 and a1 areused to select between the four data lines d0: : : d3. The result of the multiplexer is thedata line value corresponding to the selec-tion of the address lines. The complete 64combinations of the address and data lineswere generated as the test data. A raw �t-ness represented the error count for eachof the 64 cases, hence the raw �tness ap-proached 0 for �t program individuals.A grammar (one of many possibilities)that allows the functional structures of Ta-ble 1 is:S ) BB ) and B B j or B B j not BB ) if B B B j TT ) a0 j a1 j d0 j d1 j d2 j d3We will refer to the grammatically-basedgenetic program as CFG-GP, to distinguishit from the normal genetic program. We ini-tially use the previous grammar as the struc-tural bias for the multiplexer.

Table 2: CFG-GP 6-Multiplexer SetupGENERATIONS 50POPULATION SIZE 500CROSSOVER 90%REPRODUCTION 10%MAX-TREE-DEPTH 8FITNESS MEASURE 64 possible casesPROGRAM SELECTION ProportionateThe CFG-GPwas applied 100 times basedon table 2, with the resulting probability ofsuccess determined as 29%. This representsthe base level using the initial grammar.5 Biasing the MultiplexerTo examine the e�ect of declarative biaswe created several, more speci�c, versionsof the grammar previously presented. Eachnew grammar was more speci�c (to the so-lution) than the last, and should thereforegive a higher probability of success. The �rstgrammar biased the solution to use if as the�rst function in the program.S ) IFIF ) if B B BB ) and B B j or B B j not BB ) if B B B j TT ) a0 j a1 j d0 j d1 j d2 j d3The probability of success increased to ap-proximately 41%. Extending the bias fur-ther, we used the knowledge that the ad-dress line a1 partially selected the resultingdata line to create the initial function basedon the address line, as follows:S ) IFIF ) if a1 B BB ) and B B j or B B j not BB ) if B B B j TT ) a0 j a1 j d0 j d1 j d2 j d3This grammar achieved a probability ofsuccess of approximately 74%. The �nal biascreated programs that used both a0 and a1as the initial selection mechanisms:S ) IFIF ) if a1 IFAPART BIFAPART ) if a0 B BB ) and B B j or B B j not BB ) if B B B j TT ) a0 j a1 j d0 j d1 j d2 j d3This grammar achieved a probability ofsuccess of approximately 98%.5.1 Discussion of BiasThe previous results show that using a biasin the grammar of possible programs sup-ports the probability of �nding an accept-able solution. This leads to the argumentthat as the problem space becomes large we



should use a language bias to restrict theformat of possible programs. The grammarhas allowed the user to impose a search biasand language bias to the forms of programthat are created.6 Learning BiasAdapting the representation language as theevolution of a solution proceeds [3] repre-sents a form of learnt bias. These approachestend to take a group of functions and turnthem into a single function, with the GPter-minal values turned into variables (of thenew function). The interest is in creatinghigher level functions that appear to be use-ful, by identifying and encapsulating usefulbuilding blocks. We will focus on modify-ing the grammar as a weak form of changingrepresentation.Using the language presented as a CFG,new productions may be discovered froman analysis of the current �t individuals ina population. The productions representingthese individuals may be used to modify theoriginal grammar. The grammar may thenbe used to introduce new programs, or partsof programs, to the population. We do notconsider creating new functions, however wewill demonstrate a form of encapsulationthat builds new terms into the initial lan-guage.6.1 Modifying a CFGOur goal is to create a set of operations thatmodify the CFG that is initially used as thebias for the learning system. Any systemthat attempts to modify the grammarmust:{ recognise the need for the change of rep-resentation{ identify the program individuals to beused to direct changes to the grammar{ identify the program productions thatare to be re�ned{ incorporate the changes to the gram-mar{ incorporate the grammar back into thepopulation of programsWe will now examine each of these pointsin more detail.6.2 The Need for ChangeOur implementation of the grammarmodi�-cations used the assumption that after eachgeneration our description of what is poten-tially a useful production in the languagecould be extended.

6.3 Identifying IndividualsIdentifying which programs (or parts of pro-grams) should be identi�ed as useful hasbeen studied by Rosca and Ballard [3],where two criterion were studied: �t blocksand frequent blocks. They concluded that �tblocks were the most useful measure to de-termine a building block. We proceed withthe assumption that a �t program will con-tain (some) relatively �t productions, whichmay be exploited in changes to the gram-mar.We chose as our candidate program the�ttest individual in the population. Whenmore than one program is equally �t we willchose the program with the least depth ofparse tree.6.4 Identifying Useful ProductionsGiven a program to extend our grammar,we have a range of options concerning whichproductions (or parts of productions) are tobe used. Our �rst goal will be to allow a re-�nement of the grammar to proceed, as theinitial grammar may be viewed as the mostgeneral description of the program searchspace.
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Fig. 1. Propagating a terminal up the treeThe simpliest re�nement is to propagatea terminal up the program tree to the nextlevel of non-terminals. As shown in �gure1, a selected terminal is propagated up theparse tree to the next production which hasother terminals or non-terminals at the samelevel. This will describe a new productionwhich places the terminal in a previous non-terminal spot in the grammar. Our problemnow becomes one of determining which ter-minal should be selected.6.5 Production SelectionGiven a program with the associated parsetree that created it, we have a tree structure



with tips as terminals, and internal nodes asnonterminals. The selection of a productionto re�ne the grammar must use at least oneterminal, so the problem may be rephrasedas saying "which terminal should be cho-sen from the program to be used for re�ne-ment?".If we consider the productions as a tree,we proceed down the tree by reapplicationof nonterminals. The deepest terminals thatare chosen will have the least inuence onthe overall structure of the program 3 . Theterminal at the deepest point in the produc-tion tree may be considered at the most gen-eral point, and therefore inuence the over-all form of the program the least. Hence wechose the terminal at this most general pointas the location to re�ne.6.6 Incorporating Productions intothe CFGThe previous grammar for the multiplexermay select a production from B using ifand a0 to extend the grammar. This con-struction is incorporated as:B ) if a0 B BThis represents a form of weak bias, aswe do not constrain the possible forms ofsolution that may be generated. However,we begin to shape the probability of certainsolutions being created, as represented bythe grammar.
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t1: if a0 d0 d1Fig. 2. Encapsulating a productionA second situation of propagating the ter-minal symbols occurs when all siblings of apropagated terminal are also terminal sym-bols. For example, a production B ) ifa0 d0 d1 may be found useful, as shown in3 This may be true syntactically, however anyterminal may have an unpredicatable e�ecton the semantics of program. Our study isfocused on the syntactic manipulation of pro-grams - the semantics are only revealed by theevaluation of the program as a complete unit.

�gure 2. We wish to encapsulate the termi-nals as one functional symbol. This is per-formed by creating a new terminal, say t1,that binds all of these terminal symbols to-gether. The terminal t1 is then included inthe set of possible terminals, and in the pro-duction from B, as follows:B ) if B B B j t1 j or B B j : : :6.7 Changing the PopulationThe grammatical changes are introducedback into the population by a new oper-ator, called REPLACEMENT. This repre-sents the number of new programs to becreated each generation from the modi�edgrammar. Note that MUTATION may alsointroduce changes into the population.6.8 Selection of ProductionsThe generation of program individuals, mu-tation and replacement all use the grammarto direct their operation. The initial gram-mar is de�ned as having all productions withequal probability of selection. We label eachproduction B ) � with an initial count ofone, representing a �tness for each produc-tion. We now consider the case of a newproduction being created from a re�nement,such as B ) if a1 B BThis production will be labelled with aninitial �tness of one. If the same re�nementis found at some later time, the production�tness will be incremented. When we nowselect a production fromB, whilst doingmu-tation or replacement, this production willbe chosen as a proportion of the �tness ofall other productions fromB. This approachensures that as a useful production is repeat-edly identi�ed the probability of using thisproduction in the population increases pro-portionally based on its �tness within thegrammar.6.9 Initial ResultsWe wish to �rst demonstrate that using aproportionate selection of productions is ane�ective mechanism for improving the re-�nement of grammars. We selected the RE-PLACEMENT operator (no MUTATION)to study the e�ect of �tness proportionateselection of productions and the initial via-bility of grammatical re�nement.The system used REPLACEMENT =50 so that 10% of the population was recre-ated each generation. The probability of suc-cess for this arrangement, without re�ne-ment, was found to be 22%. The re�ne-ment operator was then introduced using



the same settings, and the probability of suc-cess was found to increase to 52%.The introduction of a �tness proportion-ate selection for production selection furtherincreased the success probability to 66%.The following grammar was created by asuccessful run of the CFG-GP, after 41 gen-erations.S )< 1 > BB )< 7 > if a1 d3 B j< 4 > or d1 BB )< 3 > if a0 d1 d3 j< 3 > if a0 d1 BB )< 3 > if a0 B B j< 2 > or a1 BB )< 1 > if a0 d1 d2 j< 1 > if a1 d1 BB )< 1 > if a1 B B j< 1 > TB )< 1 > and d1 B j< 1 > if a0 d1 d0B )< 1 > or d0 B j< 1 > and d2 BB )< 1 > and a1 B j< 1 > or B a1B )< 1 > and B B j< 1 > or B BB )< 1 > not B j< 1 > if B B BT )< 1 > a0 j< 1 > a1T )< 1 > d0 j< 1 > d1T )< 1 > d2 j< 1 > d3This grammar clearly shows a bias to-wards using the if function with the addresslines a0 and a1 as the �rst test values. Thegrammar is beginning to reect (in a generalsense) the form of a preferred solution.7 Incremental LearningAt the completion of a CFG-GP run, us-ing the previous grammatical operators, wewould expect that the new grammar wouldrepresent a bias towards the form of the pro-gram solution. If this is the case, using thismodi�ed grammar as the initial grammarshould increase the performance of the ge-netic program.We tested this hypothesis by using theprevious grammar that had been createdwhilst solving the 6-multiplexer. The �tnessof each production was loaded as part ofthe initial grammar, as well as all produc-tions that formed the complete grammar.This technique represents a form of incre-mental learning, in that information from aprevious run of the program is passed onto asubsequent run, with an expected improve-ment in performance.The probability of success using the pre-vious grammar was found to be 88%. Thiscon�rmed that the grammar had been modi-�ed in such a way as to bias the search spaceof the program for the 6-multiplexer.8 ConclusionThis paper has demonstrated the use of acontext-free grammar to de�ne the struc-ture of the language manipulated by a ge-netic program. The grammar was used both
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